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Are you going for interview today?  

But you never know what preparation you need before going ….. 

Here, I am share my opinion toward you what this you do or don’t …….  

Interview Tips fresher 

Girls 

1. Always go with formal dress like trouser and shirt or Black Jens Or shirt in light colors 

like light pink, orange, white etc.  If you like to wear salwar suits you can go with it. but 

it should be formal ,stitch nicely  no extra layers or designing  

2.  Nails should be cut in proper manner, don’t use dark color nail paints or any sort of nail 

art. If you use light pink or ultra color nail paint then its ok, but be careful length should 

be equal to tips of figure.  

3. Avoid Makeup, if you want then apply light makeup, no high lights ,not use glossy lip 

gloss or any kind of hair color, your hairs should be washed tie neatly ,always try to do 

pony never use funky rubber bands ….never wash hair on interview day …because its 

hard to manage freshly washed hair  

4. Don’t wear sandal, slippers, any sort of funky footwear’s. Go with formal black shoes; 

keep in mind height of hills. It should be nor less than 1 inches neither more than 1.5 

inches, shoe should be polished always mind it your belt and shoe color is same i.e. if you 

wear black shoe then your belt should also black  

5. Always put smile on your face but little bit. If front of mirror you should try to put a 

smile on your face with suit better. 

6. Confidence not overconfidence. Be prepare for interview questions, before going for 

interview always get information about the company, what is job description, package, 

future plans and market value. 

7. Go through with all the all important documents like certificates, DOB, passport size 

photos, always take two or three Photostat copies all documents. Maintain a file folder in 

which you placed these documents. Minimum take 3 pages current update resume and 

please must be staple.  Also take one pencil, pen, glue and extra papers with you.  If your 

going for on campus placements then you mandatory to take these things with you. But if 

you are going for off campus then firstly you only need resume/CV with you. Give other 

documents when they ask you. 

8. Don’t lie, true only. Never hide any kind of information and be sure that what you given 

in your resume is turn and with prove. If you lie in front of interviewer then you trap in 

trouble because he/she easy guess who has a fake profile  
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9. Before going for any aptitude or technical round please go through with the concept and 

syllabus which you study in your whole degree and you should have full knowledge 

about current affairs what’s going on your outside world  

10. Never mention hobbies in your resume and when you give your introduction never told 

them about your hobbies because some time its trap you in trouble 

11. If in any condition he/she reject you, then say him/her ,”please sir give a one chance . so, 

I can prove myself”. 

Boys 

1. Formal Dress like Shirt and Paint, not wearing dark paint and Party wear shirt and avoid 

wearing dark shirt with light paint because its not a good combination. 

2. It’s my opinion don’t wear tie or suits in any condition. Because your fresher not the 

employee of that company.  

3. Always wear formal Black Shoe it should be well polished and try to wear socks which 

match with your trouser color. Never wear white socks with black shoe. 

4. Hair style must be looking good (Not use gel). Hair should clean, cut and well combed. 

5. Always put smile on your face but little bit. If front of mirror you should try to put a 

smile on your face with suit better. 

6. Confidence not overconfidence. Be prepare for interview questions, before going for 

interview always get information about the company, what is job description, package, 

future plans and market value. 

7. Go through with all the all important documents like certificates, DOB, passport size 

photos, always take two or three Photostat copies all documents. Maintain a file folder in 

which you placed these documents. Minimum take 3 pages current update resume and 

please must be staple.  Also take one pencil, pen, glue and extra papers with you. If 

you’re going for on campus placements then you mandatory to take these things with 

you. But if you are going for off campus then firstly you only need resume/CV with you. 

Give other documents when they ask you. 

8. Don’t lie, true only. Never hide any kind of information and be sure that what you given 

in your resume is turn and with prove. If you lie in front of interviewer then you trap in 

trouble because he/she easy guess who has a fake profile  

9. Before going for any aptitude or technical round please go through with the concept and 

syllabus which you study in your whole degree and you should have full knowledge 

about current affairs what’s going on your outside world  

10. Never mention hobbies in your resume and when you give your introduction never told 

them about your hobbies because some time its trap you in trouble 

11. If in any condition he/she reject you, then say him/her, “please sir give a one chance. So, 

I can prove myself”. 

 


